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Chemical waves propagate in thin gel layers saturated with Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction solution.
When a layer is in contact with air, weakly interacting waves can propagate along the top and the bottom of
the layer. Experiments on the ferrion-catalyzed BZ reaction with stepwise layers reveal a poorly excitable
sublayer in the middle of the layer. We propose that in a BZ excitable layer open to air two opposite transverse
concentration gradients are established, those of oxygen and bromine. The bromine gradient results in a parallel
gradient of the total concentration of bromo derivatives of malonic acid (BrMAs). The threshold of excitability
increases with the concentrations of oxygen and of BrMAs. As a result, the excitability threshold varies
nonmonotonically, with a maximum in the middle of the layer. If this maximum of the excitability threshold
is high enough, a poorly excitable sublayer appears between the two excitable sublayers at the top and bottom.
The wave propagation and interaction have been simulated using an Oregonator-type model with a nonmonotonic
vertical profile of the stoichiometric factor q that relates B r production to ferriin reduction. The simulation
confirms that the observed stratification of layers can be explained by the established mechanism of the BZ
reaction supplemented with molecular diffusion.

Introduction
The recent introduction of continuously fed unstirred reactors
(CFUR) for the study of spatiotemporal phenomena has created
great interest in the effects of concentration gradients on wave
propagation in reaction-diffusion systems. The medium in such
a reactor is either a thin layer of gel or a membrane saturated
with an excitable solution. Reservoirs containing the reactants
are in contact with the working layer, producing longitudinal192
or transverse3.4concentration gradients, which result in a gradient
of excitability or refractoriness in the medium.
In such systems, a curvature of the wave front develops, which
propagates transverse to the gradient.’ Spontaneous breaks of
the wave fronts can occur during propagation along a gradient.5
During a study of the propagation of chemical waves in thin
layers of chromatographic silica gel saturated with BelousovZhabotinsky (BZ) s0lution,6*~
a new wave pattern was discovered,
which consists of two sets of mutually transverse wave^.^.^ In this
system, a gradient of oxygen concentration is established
perpendicular to the gel layer. As a result, waves can propagate
initially only along the bottom of the layer. In the upper part of
the layer, the excitation threshold is sharply elevated, preventing
waves from spreading during the first 1&15 min of the reaction.
After this initial period, the excitability of the top part of the
layer is restored, and new wave fronts emerge parallel to the gel
surface. In many cases the waves in the upper layer propagate
approximately transverse to the initial waves in the bottom layer,
giving rise to a crossing wave pattern.
Remarkably, the top and bottom waves can propagate almost
independently of each other. Under certain conditions, a weak
interaction between them manifests itself in a sawtooth shape of
the wave fronts.s.9 Related phenomena have been observed by
Linde and Engel using the ferroin-catalyzed BZ reaction in a
silica gel medium.10
Chemical waves cannot pass through each other because of the
refractory tail that follows the excited part of the wave. This
refractory tail determines the minimum length of chemicalwaves.
This phenomenon is particularly evident in spiral waves. It is of
particular significance that crossing waves can exist in layers
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with a thickness less than one-fourth of the wavelength of the
spiral waves in the same solution.
Oxygen exerts a strong influenceon the BZ reaction. Usually,
increasing [Oz] shifts the metal ion catalytic couple to a more
reduced stateall This apparently paradoxical effect is believed
to arise from an increase in the production of bromide ion in a
cerium(4+)-malonic acid-bromomalonic acid systemcontaining
oxygen.12 Oxygen significantly accelerates the rate at which the
system evolves in a batch system.” Oxygen is consumed at a
high rate in a medium containing BZ solution, which results in
the emergence of a vertical gradient of oxygen concentration
when an unstirred layer of the solution is in contact with a gas
phase containing oxygen.14
The stratification referred to above emerges in systems with
relatively low acidity and low malonic acid (MA) concentrati~n.~.~
In these systems the rate of bromination is relatively low,
permitting Br2to escape into the gas phase. As a result, gradients
appear in the concentrations of Br2 and bromo derivativesof MA
(BrMAs), with lower concentrations at the top of the layer. Since
the threshold of excitability increases with the concentrations of
oxygen and BrMAs, a nonomonotonic profile of the excitability
threshold can appear, with a maximum in the middle part of the
layer. Ifthemaximumoftheexcitabilitythresholdishighenough,
a poorly excitable sublayer can be established between the two
excitable sublayers at the top and bottom.
The aim of this paper is to test the hypothesis that, under the
influenceof concentration gradients perpendicular to the reactive
layer, the latter can split into two excitable sublayers separated
by a poorly excitable sublayer. We confirm the existence of
sublayers in experiments on layers whose thickness varies in a
stepwise fashion. Qualitative experiments demonstrate the role
of Br2 escape in the emergence of the stratification. We show
that the structure of the gel is insignificant for the emergence of
the crossing wave pattern.
We also perform computer simulations of wave propagation
in a (1 + 1) (length and thickness)-dimensional system with a
nonmonotonic profile of excitability. We simulate the system
using an Oregonator-type model with a nonmonotonicprofile of
the stoichiometry factor (q) that relates B r production to ferriin
reduction. Our results suggest that isolation of excitablesublayers
can be achieved within a reasonable range of q.
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Fiyrt 1. Spreading of weakly interacting crossing waves in the LIZ reaction-diffusion system. (a) Polyacrylamide gel. thickness = 1.2 mm; (b)
continuous silica gel, thickness = 1.0 mm. Initial reagent concentration (M):NaBrO3. 0.3; CHz(COOH)z. 0.03; Fe(phen),z+,0.002; HISO,. 0.1.

Experimental Seetion
Sodium bromate, malonic acid (Aldrich), ferrous sulfate
(Fisher).and l,lO-orlhophmanthroline(Fluka) wereofanalytical
grade.
Silica gel was prepared according to the proccdurc of
Yamaguchi and Miiller;S polyacrylamide gel (PAAG) was
prepared by the standard method.’-)
Wave propagation was studied in gel layers in a closed (batch)
system. Initially, a gel layer was covered by a 1 cm thick layer
of the BZ working solution for 15-20 min. The solution was
stirred gently. Then the solution was removed, and the gel layer
was either put incontact with thegas phaseor covered by a glass
plate. Wave propagation was recorded with a video camera
augmentedwithan interferencefilter with maximumtransmission
at 510 nm. The data were processed with an OPTIMAS imageanalysis system (Bidcan).
The following initial reagent concentrations (M)were used
unless otherwise stated [NaBrOl] = 0.3; [CHZ(COOH)Z]=
0.03; [Fe(phen),’+] = 0.002; [HSO,] = 0.1. This set of
concentrationsofinitialreagentsisreferredtoasthebasicsystem
(BS). All experiments were carried out at T = 25 1 “C.

*

Results

IndependenceoftbeTypeofGel. Crossing waves wereobserved
earlier in beaded silica ge1.8.9 Here we have obtained crossing
wave patterns in polyacrylamide gel (PAAG) (Figure la) and in
continuous silica gel (Figure Ib). Thus, the structure of the gel
has no effect on the formation of the wave patterns. The gel
simply acts to prevent microconvection and to make possible the
emergence of a fine spatial structure.
Emergeneeof Waves Propagating intheTopPartoftbeLayer.
The excitabilityof the top part of the gel layer is initially suppressed
when the layer is exposed to air. As a result waves propagate
only along the bottom of the layer. As the reaction proceeds, the
excitability of the top part of the layer is gradually restored and
waves start to propagate there as well. Figure 2 shows the
development of the new wave pattern.
In Figure 2a we show a spiral wave in the bottom layer. In
Figure 2b a small bright spot appears, corresponding tooxidation
of ferroin through the entire thickness of the layer. One can see
that the spot appears at a distance from the leading front of the
bottom wave. In Figure 2c the two top waves propagate in all
directions, and another top wave is seen in the upper part of the
figure. This wave later collides and fuses with the first top wave
to yield a more complex top wave structure (Figure 2d).
F’ropagationinStepwisehyem lnorder tomonitor thevertical
profile of excitability, we studied wave propagation in gel layers
with a stepwise variation of thickness.
Figure 3 shows different modes of wave propagation at the
border between thick (2.15 mm) and thin (1.0 mm) regions in
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Figve 2. Emergence and development of top waves: PAAG. thickness
=0.75mm. (a) Bottomspiralwave(f =O);(b)smallbrightspotappring
which corresponds IO oxidation of ferroin along the whole thickness of
the layer (I = 60 5 ) : (E) two top waves beginning to propagate (I = 105
s;apparanceofanothcrtopwave.which later collidesand fuses with the
first top wave, is also sen in the upper part of the frame); (d) further
development of top waves (I = 285 s). Conditions as in Figure 1.

silica gel layer. Initially (Figure 3a), the thin (S) region is not
excitable, and waves propagate only in the thick (L) region along
the bottom. Then, a wave that has emerged in the S-region can
propagate into the Lregion, spreading above the bottom waves
(Figure 3b). The bottom wave front can be seen to jump ahead
after crossing the top wave front, demonstrating that the top and
bottomwavesinteract. Figure 3cshowsthat abottom wave from
L cannot penetrate into S, although a top wave parallel lo the
bottom one does pass into S. In Figure 3d we see the collision
of top waves in the L-region, while a bottom wave passes without
interaction underneath the top wave which arrives from the
S-region.
Figure 4 shows a sequence in which a full-thickness wave
propagating in the thin part of the system splits into top and
bottom waves as it passes into the thick part of the layer.
Escape of Bromine. The escape of Brz through the liquid-gas
boundary seems to bc the main cause of emergence of another
concentration gradient influencing the excitability of the system
and directed antiparallel to the oxygen gradient. This interpretation issupported by observation that ferroin iscompletelyoxidized
in thin layers of the bromate-ferroin-malonic acid solution
(thickness 0.1 mm or less) kept in contact with air, oxygen, or
argon. The bubbling of argon shifted the stirred BS into a more
oxidized state.
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Flyre 3. Propagation of waves in a stepwise layer. Continuous silica
gel: thin part (S, upper right), -I .O mm; thick part (L. lower left). -2.2
mm. (a) Nonpassage of bottom waves from L to S (I= 0); (b) passage
of a wave from S to L, where it propagates above preaxisting bottom
waves ( I = 550 s): (c) passage of a top wave from L to S (2220 s); (d)
eollisionofthetopwavcsin Labovea backgroundofbottomwaves (2290
s). Conditions as in Figure I .

figure 4. Splitting of a wave after passage from thin ( S ) to thick (L)
part of the layer. PAAG: thin part (S).4 . 4 5 mm; thick part ( L ) . 4 . 7 5
mm. (a) A bottom wave in S (r = 0); (b) passage of the bottom wave
from S into L ( I = 85 s); (c) a bottom wave in S ( I = 880 s); (d)
transformation of the bottom wave into a full-thickness wave in S (1000

Scbeme. The first molecular level mechanism for the ceriumcatalyzed BZ reaction was proposed over 2 decadesago by Field,
K6r6s. and Noyes (FKN).Is Since that time, the FKN scheme
has been improved and modified in a variety of ways.'6J' A
mathematical model of the ferroin-catalyzed BZ reaction based
on the FKN scheme Rives a d Quantitativeazreement with the
experimental data.'s:9 Here we use an FKN-type scheme of
interemediatecomplexity that takes into considerationthe effect
of the oxygen, malonic acid, and bromomalonic acid concentrations on the production rate of the inhibitor B r (Scheme I).
Reaction RI 5 is a diffusion controlled reaction with k l sequal
to about 3 X lo9M-1 s-I by analogy with data on alkyl radicals.20
We assume that reaction R15 predominates over malonyl free
radical recombination (RI3). opening an additional route for
malonyl radical to produce bromomalonyl radical and then
bromide ion. Reaction R15 consumes oxygen very quickly. In
the reaction-diffusion system, it creates a steep gradient in the
oxygen concentration.''
Removal of BIZ prevents regeneration of B r in reaction R22,
resulting in a net increase in B r consumption. In addition,
removal of BIZdiminishes BrMA production, which also results
in decreased B r production via the reduction of ferriin. In the
reaction-diffusion system, theescapeof bromine creates gradients
of [BIZ]and [BrMA] opposite to that of [O,]. Thecombination
ofthesegradientscancreatea nonmonotonic profileofexcitability
along the direction perpendicular to the layer.
Matbematical Model. The mechanism of B r production is
not known in detail and remains a matter of controversy in the
current literature." In fact, the very identity of the inhibitor in
the BZ reaction has been questioned.'u' Consequently, reactions
R8-RZO provide only one of many possible mechanisms of B r
production, with only rough estimates available for many
important rateconstants. Thissituation militatesagainst rigorous
derivation of a mathematical model from Scheme 1.
Oregonator-type" models, which employ an empirical dewrip
tion of the inhibitor production, have been quite successful for
simulation of spatiotemporal behavior in the BZ reaction. To
simulatetheoxygen effect,sucha model needsto take intoaccount
that oxygen increases the stoichiometric factor between B r
production and ferriin reduction and/or the rate of constant
productionof B r . Recentlya model ofthis type was put forward
by Krug et a1.25
We utilize here our Oregonator-type reaction-diffusion
nod el^^.'^ with the concentrations of HBrOz, B r , and ferriin as
variables:

ax
at = -k,h&Y

+ k,h&Y-

+ k-sU2 +
k,U(C- Z)- k s Z + DxAX

2k&2 - k,h&

s);(e)thewavefromSpenetratingintoLalongthebottom(1030s);(~
splitting of the full-height wave born in S into top and bottom waves
during pssage into L (r = 1090 s). Conditions as in Figure I .

The following experiment was done to check this hypothesis.
Three PAAG specimens with thickness 0.6 mm were saturated
with a slight modification of the BS: [NaBrO,] = 0.25 M,
[CHZ(COOH)Z]= 0.025 M, [Fe(phen)~]= 0.002 M , [HzS04]
=0.1 M. Oneofthem wasput incontactwithairandthesecond
with argon, and the third was placed between two glass plates.
In the first specimen, the first top wave appeared after 25 min.
Atthat time,theother twospecimens were placed incontact with
air. In the specimen that had been held under argon the first top
wave appeared after a transition process lasting about 100 s. In
the specimen that had been held between glass plates the first
appearance of a top wave occurred after 22 min.

U = [-k,(C-Z)

+ [(k6(C-Z))z+8k-s(2kshdX+
k4XZ)1

"'I

/4kS

HereX= [HBrOJ, Y = [ B r ] , Z = [Fe(phen),3+],U= [HBrOz+],
+ ho), Ao = [NaBrOljo, B = [CHr
(COOH)21 + ICHBr(COOH)z], C = Z + [Fe(phen)l'+], ho =
Hammett acidity function, ks = kSb, k-s = (k,,k,)/(k*ho), A
A = [HBrO,l = hoAo/(O.Z
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+ B r + HOBr * Br2 + H2O

+ +

H+ B r HBrO2 F! 2HOBr
H+ + B r + HBrOp F? HBr02 + HOBr

*

2HBr02 HOBr + HBr03
H+ Br03- $ HBr03

+

+ HBr03 + HBrO2 HBrOZ+ + Br02' + H20
BrO$ + H+ F? HBr02+
Fe(phen)p2++ HBr02+a Fe(~hen)3~+
+ HBrOz
F e ( ~ h e n ) ~+~CHBr(COOH)2
+
F! Fe(~hen)3~+
+ CBr(COOH)z' + H+
H2O + CBr(COOH)$ H+ + B r + COH(COOH)z'
H2O + CHBr(C0OH)z CHOH(COOH)2 + H+ + B r
Fe(phen)33+ + COH(COOH)2* Fe(phen)j2++ H+ + CO(COOH)2
COH(COOH)2' + CHBr(COOH)2 F? CBr(COOH)2' + CHOH(COOH)2
Fe(phen)3'+ + CH?(COOH)2 * Fe(~hen)3~+
+ CH(COOH)2*+ H+
2CH(COOH)2' + HzO CH2(COOH)2 + CHOH(COOH)2
H+

--

CH(COOH)2' + CHBr(COOH)2 e CBr(COOH)2' + CHz(COOH)2
CH(COOH)2'

+ 0 2 F! CHOO(COOH)2'

+ CHBr(CO0H)z =! CHOOH(C0OH)z + CBr(COOH)2*
COH(COOH)2' + CH2(COOH)2 CHOH(C0OH)z + CH(COOH)2'
CHOOH(C0OH)z + Fe(~hen)3~+ Fe(~hen)3~+
+ CHOO(C0OH)z' + H+
CHOO(COOH)2' + CBr(COOH)2* 2CO(COOH)2 + H+ + B r
CHOO(COOH)2' + Fe(~hen)3~+ Fe(~hen)3~+
+ CO(COOH)2 + OHCH2(COOH)2 + C(0H)zCHCOOH
Br2 + C(OH)2CHCOOH CHBr(COOH)2 + H+ + B r

CHOO(C0OH)z'

-

+

+

TABLE 1: Rate Constants Used in the Model (eq 1)
kz (M-2 9-l)
k-z (M-l 8')
kj (M-2 S-')
k-3 (M-' S-I)

kq (M-'

9')

k-4 (M-' S-')

ks (M-2 S-1)
k-5 (M-' S-I)
k6 (M-' S-' )
k-6 (M-' 9-l)
kbi (M2)
kb2 (M s-')
k9 (s-')

2 x 106
0
2.0
0
3 x 103
0
33
7.14 X 106
1 x 108
3.0
5 X 1V'
9.375 x 10-6
6.25 X 1 P

is the Laplacian operator, and Dx,DY,D~arediffusioncoefficients
of HBr02, B r , and Fe(~hen)3~+,
respectively. We further define
kgB = 0.
Equation 1 is derived in ref 19 by applying the quasi-steadystate approximation to a scheme analogous to (R1)-(Rll) with
BrMA as the only reductant. In that case the rate constants kbl
and kb2 are kbl = kslk-1, kb2 = klkRIk-7.
A mathematical model corresponding to the full Scheme 1
takes a more complex form than eq 1 and contains several
undetermined rate constants. In ref 19 eq 1 is found to simulate
semiquantitatively the dynamics of the BZ reaction with a mixture
of MA and BrMA as the reductant. Therefore we employ eq 1
with kbl and kbz obtained from fitting the BZ oscillations in a
relevant well-stirred system.
Table 1 gives the values of the rate constants used in the
simulations. We use the following initial reagent concentrations
(M): ho = 0.14; A0 = 0.3; B = 0.016; C = 0.002.
Mechanism for Establishing the Vertical Excitability Profile.
We now describe how we believe thecrossingwave pattern emerges
in our batch experiments. Initially, the gel specimen is immersed

in the BZ solution, resulting in a uniform distribution of the
initial reagents. The initial spatial distributions of Br2 and of
BrMAs are thus also close to uniform. At the beginning, the
oxygen concentration is close to zero throughout the specimen,
and waves propagate uniformly. After the specimen is removed
from the solution, it is placed on a glass support with its top
surface open to the air. Oxygen diffuses into the top part of the
layer, causing the suppression of excitability and eliminating the
upper portion of any existing waves. At this time, the profile of
the excitability threshold is determined by the oxygen profile,
because the BrMA profile is almost flat. The escape of bromine
now leads to a slow depletion of BrMA at the top of the gel layer,
which causes a decrease in B r production, leading to restoration
of excitability in the top part of the layer. The result of these
processes is a nonmonotonic profile of the excitability threshold
with its maximum in the middle part of the layer. As the reaction
proceeds, the threshold decreases everywhere, while maintaining
its nonmonotonic profile. When the maximum becomes low
enough, the bottom wave can pass into the top part of the layer.
This scenario explains the large difference in the time necessary
for the emergence of the crossing wave between layers kept in
contact with a gas phase and those kept initially between glass
plates.
The depletion of BrMA goes faster in thinner layers. Gel layers
are not ideal and have variations of thickness. Pieces of wave
fronts occupying the full height of the layer emerge locally in
regions with smaller thickness. Then, as they propagate through
the thicker partsof the layer, where themaximumofthe excitation
threshold is higher, they can split into top and bottom waves. The
latter are related to the initial bottom waves. The emerging top
waves propagate in the excitable top part of the layer, forming
crossing wave patterns with the initial bottom waves.
Oxygen Gradient. Oxygen is consumed in the BZ reaction,11.26
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producing an oxygen concentration gradient in the corresponding
reaction-diffusion system. Kuhnert et al.14 showed that in a thin
layer of BZ solution in contact with air, the waves can propagate
only along the bottom. Hartenberger2' measured profiles of
oxygen concentration in 1-mm layers of BZ solution exposed to
air or topureoxygen. Heshowed that, witha ferroinconcentration
of 0.0016 M, [02] < 3 X 10-6 M at the bottom of a layer exposed
to air.
We have done preliminary calculations of the oxygen profile
with a reaction-diffusion model employing a simplified version
of Scheme 1. Our simulations indicate that with uniform initial
conditions a monotonic stationary profile is established to within
about 1% accuracy after 100 s. This result is in good accord with
the experimental data.
Both the experimental and calculated oxygen profiles can be
qualitatively approximated by an exponential function. An
additional justification for this approximation comes from the
simplest relevant linear boundary problem, where the concentration profile of oxygen along the vertical (x) direction is determined
by the following equation:

'_
a - -kC + D -a2c

-

1.5 1

ax2

at

Figure 5. Profile of q along the thicknessof the solution, x = 0 represents
the top and x = 1 the bottom; qo = 10, cq = 2.5, a2 = 2.1, p = 0.005.
The number on each curve corresponds to the time t in eq 6. The dashed
( b = 1).
line represents the profile in the limit t

9

where C is the concentration of oxygen, D is the diffusion
coefficient of oxygen, and k is the apparent rate constant of oxygen
consumption in the solution by reaction R15, which is proportional
to theconcentration of malonyl radicals. The boundary conditions
are

C = C,

Oxidized
steady state

for x = d

where C, is the concentration of dissolved oxygen in equilibrium
with the gas phase.
The stationary profile of the oxygen concentration is given by
the expression

cosh(a

x)]

,d)

,

wherea, =

[ Ek ] 112

(3)

Bromine Escape and Gradients of [Brz] and [BrMA]. At the
present time we have no direct experimental data on the vertical
profiles of [Brz] and [BrMA]. It is impossible to obtain a simple
model that describes these profiles without many arbitrary
simplifications. For this reason we prefer to take empirical profiles
which preserve the basic features of the system.
The FKN mechanism implies that there are three major net
reactions in the BZ system:I5

-

+ qBrMA + Ox
6H++ BrO; + 5Br-

qlMA

Br,

+MA

-

Oscillations

forx = 0

aC/ax = 0

c = c, cosh[a,(d-

Reduced
steady state

Red

BrMA

+ qBr- + Prod

3Br2

+ 3H20

+ H+ + Br-

(4)

According to eq 4, Br2 is produced and consumed in the BZ
solution; it also escapes through the liquid-gas interface. Without
this escape, we would expect [Brz] to reach some quasi-steady
value, possibly with oscillations around this value. For our
qualitative modeling we neglect these oscillations. The escape
will then produce a monotonic profile of [Br2] with a maximum
at the bottom of the layer and a minimum at the liquid-gas
interface, leading to a similar profile for the rate of BrMA
production and a resultant monotonic profile of [BrMA] with
the same direction of the gradient as for [BQ] .

0
-9

-8

-7

-6

log P

i

Figure 6. Bifurcation diagram of the model in the point (well-stirred)
configuration: (solid lines) Hopf bifurcation; (squares) saddle-node
bifurcation.

Our experiments show that the nonmonotonic excitability
profile is established about 20 min after exposure of the layer to
air, while the [ 0 2 ] profile is established in the first 100 s. The
slower evolution of theexcitabilityprofileis governed by [BrMA],
which is the most slowly changing variable in a closed BZ system.
We have chosen to approximate the evolution of the [BrMA]
profile by a simple function:

where a2 and p are positive constants, by analogy with eq 3.
Vertical hofiie of q. The main goal of our simulation was to
check whether the stratification of the layer observed in experiments can be obtained within the framework of the established
mechanism of the BZ reaction with concentration gradients
sustained by reaction-diffusion processes. This issue is crucial,
because the crossing waves can propagate in layers whose thickness
is less than one-fourth of the wavelength of the spiral waves that
emerge in these layers.
The simplest way to simulate the excitability profile is to identify
one parameter in the model which controls the excitability and
to estimate the profile of this parameter across the layer. In our
model, the stoichiometriccoefficient q is a convenient parameter
for this purpose. Scheme 1 suggests that bromide ion production
is determined by the concentration of BrMA and is strongly
dependent on the concentration of oxygen. We shall assume that
q is proportional to the product of the BrMA and 0
2 concentrations.
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Figure 7. Oscillatory and excitable behavior of the point system: (a+) oscillatory behavior, q = 0.9, d; (e, f) excitability q = 3.0. At t = 1000 s the
excitation is initiated by a sudden increase ( 5 X 10-6 M) of X.
A reasonably simple and appropriately contoured profile of q
can be constructed as a product of two functions according to
expressions 3 and 5 :
cosh(a,(d - x ) ]

= O'

cosh(a,d)

(

cosh[az(d- x)]

1- b ( t )

cosh(cy,d)

)

(6)

where

b ( t ) = 1 - e+
where x is the vertical coordinate with x = 0 corresponding to
the top of the layer and p characterizes the evolution time of the
profile.

The first factor in eq 6 is associated with the oxygen
concentration profile that is established after approximately 100
s of exposure to the air. The second factor is related to the
concentration profile of BrMA. The slow evolution of this profile
is described by the time-dependent parameter b. We choose qo
to constrain q to the range typical for Oregonator-type models,
and we select a1and a2 to place the maximum of q in the upper
part of the layer in accord with our experimental data. We take
p to yield an evolution time of the q profile close to that found
in our experiments.
Figure 5 shows the q profile as a function of time. We assume
that this behavior represents the evolution of the excitability profile
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Simulations of extended systems were performed using the
finite-difference approximation of the three-variable reactiondiffusionequations (eq I). Ordinary differential equations were
solved by means of Hindmarsh’s LSODE subroutine,’O using an
analytical Jacobian matrix. Typical error tolerances were 1 X
lW7 relative and 1 X lW’2 absolute. Simulations were done on
an IBM RISC 6000 workstation Model 340. The typical time
for evolution of a wave during 1000 s of real time for twodimensional simulations with 100 X 40 grid points was a p
proximately 20 000 s of CPU time.

Results of Simulation
lly”ia of the Point System. Simulations of the behavior
in a point (well-stirred) system were performed with eq 1 with
all diffusion coefficients D, equal to zero. The results of the
simulationsagreequalitatively with the experimentallyobserved
behavior in the batch reactor. Weuxd thenumerical continuation
technique to analyze the role of the parameters q and @ in the
model. A bifurcation diagram in the (q. log @)-plane(Figure 6)
exhibits a region of oscillatory behavior and another of multiple
steady states. The two types of behavior are illustrated in Figure
7 for 0 1 x IC-7.
Figure7a+shows theoscillations in the threevariables of the
model withq=O.9. In Figure7d-fweillustratetherelayresponse
to a pulse addition of HBrO, for q = 3.0.
Wave Propgation in the 1-D System. Periodic boundary
conditions were used in our simulations of the one-dimensional
system. This configurationallowed us to study stationary wave
propagation with different wavelengths without introducing a
pacemaker in the system. The first wave was initiated with a
square pulse of X, which was bordered by a refractory region
(with large Y) on one side and by a quiescent region (with small
Y) on the other side. Theseasymmetricinitial conditionsresulted
in the development of a single wave. Stationary wave profiles
obtained in simulationswith one set of parameters were used as
initial conditions for simulations with the next parameter set.
The diffusion coefficients used were DX = D y = 1.5 X IWS cm’
s-I, Dz = 2 X 1W cm2 s-1.
Westudied thedependenceof wavespeedon q. Typical results
are shown in Figure 8. For a 10 mm long system (solid line),
stationary wave propagation is impossible above q = 3.7. For a
20-mm system (dotted line), the wave fails to propagate for q >
6.2. Becauseofthe periodicboundaryconditions,thewavecannot

’
y

“s!
.

.

Figure 9. Wave propagation in the (I+l)-D system with a subcritical
thicknessof I mm. Fachframereprcsentsaband 10mmlongand I mm
thick. The wave propagates from the right to the left; at the same time
the wave slowly spreads from the bottom of the system to its tap. The
wave at the top propagates only in the same direction as the wave at the
bottom. Profileof q given by cq 6 with qo = IO. a,= 2.5, a2= 2.1. p
= 0,005. Periodic boundary conditions on right and left sides; zero flux
boundary conditions at top and bottom. Initial conditions: a single
stationary wave propagating at the bottom and the resting state at the
top of the band. Concentration of ferriin is quantified with 16 gray
levels. Interval between frames, 50 s. First frame. I = 50 s.

-

propagate
when its refractory tail is longer
.
. .
- than the length of the
ring system.
Wave Interaction in the (1 1bD Svstem. We simulated
propagationand interactionofwavesin a two-dimensional system
which is uniform in the horizontaly-direction of length 5-20 mm
and has a thickness of 1-2 mm in the vertical x-direction with
a gradient of q along x. The number of grid points was typically
100 in the y-direction and 40 in the x-direction. To emphasize
the differences in the uniformity of q and in the extent of the
system in the two directions, we refer to this configurationas the
(I+l)-D system. Zero flux boundary conditions were used for
the x-direction. Periodic boundary conditions were employed
for the y-direction.
To simulate the evolution of the wave pattern observed in the
experiments, we varied the q profile in time according to eq 6.
Initially, the value of q at the top of the system is relatively high,
allowing wave propagation only along the bottom Figure 9, t =
50,100,150s). Theexcitabilityofthemiddlepartof thesystem
increaseswith time, resulting in the appearance ofa curved front
entrained by its bottom part. When b is about 0.5 (t = 100 s).
a nonmonotonic profile of q appears, but the value of q in the
middleofthesystemisstill highenough toprevent theexcitation
from propagating to the top. When the value of q in the middle
decreases below 3.5, a wave can be initiated at the top (I = 200
s). For this profile of q. there is still a large amount of inhibitor
produced in the middle, which diffuses to the top preventing the
top wave from moving in the opposite direction. The top and
bottom waves propagate in the same direction and form a fullthickness wave with a curvilinear vertical front correspondingto
the vertical profile of the wave speed.
The thickness of the system in Figure 9 is 1 mm. If a thicker
system is used ( d = 2 mm), the maximum ofinhihitor production
is shifted further from the top and the wave born at the top can
propagate in both directions (Figure IO). The top wave moving
in the direction opposite to the original bottom wave can initiate
formation of counterpropagating wave trains (CWT). Such a
patternisa(I+l)-Danalogofthecrossingwavepatternina 3-D
thin layer.
We initiated a CWT pattern in the simulations by choosing

+
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Figure 11. Counterpropagatingwave pattern in a ( I t l ) - D system with
periodic boundary conditions. Profile of 9 given by eq 6 with 90 = IO.
a , = 2.5. a2 = 2.1. b = 0.95. Length of the system. 7 mm; thickness,
2 mm. Initial conditions, see text. First frame, 450 s; interval between
frames,50 s. Concentration of ferriin is quantified with 256 gray levels.

Figurelo. Wavepropagation inthc (Itl)-Dsystem withasupercritical
thickness of 2 mm and other mnditions as in Figure 9. Propagation of
a wave from the bottom to the top. The wave at the top propagates in
bothdirections. Conccntrationoflerriinisquantifiedwith 16 gray levels.
Interval between frames. 50 s.

initial conditions as follows. First, the length of the ring was
increased to 20 mm with two bottom waves as initial conditions.
The concentrationprofile of each wave coincided with the initial
conditionsusedin thesimulationshowninFigure IO. lnonehalf
of the ringp = 0.005 s-1, and in the other halfp = 0.001 SKI.
This
parameter choice results in a different time evolution of the
q-profile in the two par tsofthe ring anddifferent behavior ofthe
two bottom waves. The wave which propagates in the part ofthe
ring with higher p smn spreads to the top, as shown in Figure
IO, while, in the part where the q-profile develops more slowly,
the wave propagates only along the bottom. After 300 s of
evolution we-cut out”apicceoftheringwithcounterpropagating
top and bottom waves and connected its ends to form a new ring
of length 7 mm, which proved sufficient for stable propagation
of a single wave both at top and bottom of the ring.
Figure I I shows a pattern of counterpropagating waves
established after 450 s. The correspondingprofiles ofX, Y,and
2 at three different times are presented in Figure 12.
Discussion

GAspAret al.” useda simplifiedmodeloftwoweaklyinteracting
excitable2-Dsystems to simulate pattern formation in a Nafion
cation-exchange membrane loaded with ferroin and immersed in
BZsolution?’ They obtained crossing wave patterns. However,
they employed arbitrarily small coupling coefficients tosimulate
the interaction between layers, correspondingto small diffusion
coefficients for diffusion perpendicular to the layer and normal
diffusion coefficients for longitudinal diffusion.

Our model assumes uniform isotropic diffusion of all species.
The values of q along the q profile are within the range
corresponding to the modern version of the BZ reaction
mechanism. Therefore, no assumptions are made in our model
outside the scope of the most recent understanding of the BZ
mechanism.
The (I+l)-D model shows that, owing to the gradient of q.
there isa vertical gradient of the wave s a . At the beginning,
there is a monotonic gradient of q. As a result, the wave front
bends, and its topmost part extends behind the leading bottom
part. Once the maximum in the q profile is low enough, the
excitation quickly reaches the very top of the system forming a
full-thickness wave. The top part of the wave front moves at
some distance from the leading bottom front (Figures 9 and IO).
Thiscoincideswiththeexperimentalobservationsshownin Figure
2.
When the thickness of the system is suffciiently small ( I mm
in our simulations), the top wave can propagate only forward.
following the parent bottom wave, because the vertical diffusion
of bromide produced by the latter creates a refractory region at
the top of the system (Figure 9). Increasing the thickness to 2
mm permits the top wave to propagate backward as well and to
pass thenext bottomwave. Thisobservationpointstotheexistence
of a critical thickness for the emergence of crossing waves. a
result in agreement with the experimental findings? Moreover,
even with a suoercritical thickness. slow evolution of the a..Drofile
can result in unidirectional propagation of top waves. For crossing
waves to be observed, the evolution must be fast enough to result
in top waves propagating in both directions.
TheCWTpatterncanbeobtained ina relativelynarrowrange
of parameters eland u2 in eq 6. These parameters determine
the position of the q-profile maximum along the vertical
mrdinate; at higher values the maximum shifts toward the top.
The closer the maximum of the q-profile to the top, the more
difficult it is to initiate top waves moving in both directions. On
the other hand, small values of a,and a1 result either in poor
separation between top and bottom waves or in long refractory
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Figure 12. Counterpropagating waves in a (l+l)-Dsystem: concentrations profiles of HBr02 (a, d, g), Br (b, e, h), and ferriin (c, f, i) a t time =
1050, 1100 and 1150 s. Numbers on x and y axes, size in millimeters. Arrows show direction of wave propagation (conditions as in Figure 11).

tails on the bottom waves, both of which prevent formation of the
CWT pattern. We have obtained qualitatively the same CWT
pattern with several values of b in the interval 0.91-1.0 with a1
= 2.5 and a2 = 2.1 and also for several points in the range a1 =
2.4 f 0.1, a2 = 2.1 f 0.1 with b = 0.95.
In our simulations we have employed an empirical q-profile
suggested by a qualitative analysis of the reaction-diffusion
kinetics of the relevant species. General considerations suggest
that the wave dynamics should depend mainly on the amplitude
and width of the barrier, not on its specific shape. We have
checked this supposition by employing another empirical expression for the q-profile:

(7)
With this q-profile we have obtained the same qualitative effects
as with q given by eq 6.
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